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'Football looked at in a very different way' Pat Nevin, former Chelsea and Everton star and football media analyst Football
– the most mathematical of sports. From shot statistics and league tables to the geometry of passing and managerial
strategy, the modern game is filled with numbers, patterns and shapes. How do we make sense of them? The answer
lies in the mathematical models applied in biology, physics and economics. Soccermatics brings football and
mathematics together in a mind-bending synthesis, using numbers to help reveal the inner workings of the beautiful
game. This new and expanded edition analyses the current big-name players and teams using mathematics, and meets
the professionals working inside football who use numbers and statistics to boost performance. Welcome to the world of
mathematical modelling, expressed brilliantly by David Sumpter through the prism of football. No matter who you follow –
from your local non-league side to the big boys of the Premiership, La Liga, the Bundesliga, Serie A or the MLS – you'll
be amazed at what mathematics has to teach us about the world's favourite sport.
The two volume set, CCIS 265 and CCIS 266, constitutes the refereed proceedings of the International Conference,
FGCN 2011, held as Part of the Future Generation Information Technology Conference, FGIT 2011, Jeju Island, Korea,
in December 2011. The papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from numerous submissions and focus
on the various aspects of future generation communication and networking.
"What are the odds against winning the Lotto, The Weakest Link, or Who Wants to be a Millionaire? The answer lies in
the science of probability, yet many of us are unaware of how this science works. Every day, people make judgements on
a wide variety of situations where chance plays a role, including buying insurance, betting on horse-racing, following
medical advice - even carrying an umbrella. In Taking Chances, John Haigh guides the reader round common pitfalls,
demonstrates how to make better-informed decisions, and shows where the odds can be unexpectedly in your favour.
This new edition has been fully updated, and includes information on top television shows, plus a new chapter on
Probability for Lawyers."--BOOK JACKET.
Presents recipes ranging in difficulty with the science and technology-minded cook in mind, providing the science behind
cooking, the physiology of taste, and the techniques of molecular gastronomy.
Twelve Wolves legends tell the stories behind their favourite games from their Molineux careers. The selected games
include the 1949 and 1960 FA Cup and the 1974 and 1980 League Cup Finals, the famous floodlit friendlies against
Honved and Real Madrid and tussles with local rivals West Bromich Albion. Bill Slater and John Richards select their
greatest matches in a Wolves shirt, while Steve Bull recalls his best performance, after a night on the tiles! Ron Flowers,
Sammy Smyth and the late Norman Deeley also feature in a book with a foreword by Sir Jack Hayward. Wolves Match of
My Life will delight fans of all ages as they relive magic moments through the eyes of the men who made them
happen.Key features- Part of the popular and successful Match of My Life series which features a number of football
clubs- Features twelve of Wolves' greatest names, reflecting on their most memorable match for the club- Also details
those players' cherished memories from their time with the club, the players they played with and the managers they
served- Includes contemporary and historic images from the legendary matches covered- Written by respected football
writer Simon Lowe; a well-known Midlands-based football historian and author, with over 15 published books to his name
Statistical methods are a key part of of data science, yet very few data scientists have any formal statistics training.
Courses and books on basic statistics rarely cover the topic from a data science perspective. This practical guide
explains how to apply various statistical methods to data science, tells you how to avoid their misuse, and gives you
advice on what's important and what's not. Many data science resources incorporate statistical methods but lack a
deeper statistical perspective. If you’re familiar with the R programming language, and have some exposure to statistics,
this quick reference bridges the gap in an accessible, readable format. With this book, you’ll learn: Why exploratory data
analysis is a key preliminary step in data science How random sampling can reduce bias and yield a higher quality
dataset, even with big data How the principles of experimental design yield definitive answers to questions How to use
regression to estimate outcomes and detect anomalies Key classification techniques for predicting which categories a
record belongs to Statistical machine learning methods that “learn” from data Unsupervised learning methods for
extracting meaning from unlabeled data
Make workplace conflict resolution a game that EVERYBODY wins! Recent studies show that typical managers devote
more than a quarter of their time to resolving coworker disputes. The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games offers a
wealth of activities and exercises for groups of any size that let you manage your business (instead of managing
personalities). Part of the acclaimed, bestselling Big Books series, this guide offers step-by-step directions and
customizable tools that empower you to heal rifts arising from ineffective communication, cultural/personality clashes,
and other specific problem areas—before they affect your organization's bottom line. Let The Big Book of ConflictResolution Games help you to: Build trust Foster morale Improve processes Overcome diversity issues And more
Dozens of physical and verbal activities help create a safe environment for teams to explore several common forms of
conflict—and their resolution. Inexpensive, easy-to-implement, and proved effective at Fortune 500 corporations and momand-pop businesses alike, the exercises in The Big Book of Conflict-Resolution Games delivers everything you need to
make your workplace more efficient, effective, and engaged.
This edited book promotes and facilitates cybercrime research by providing a cutting-edge collection of perspectives on the critical
usage of online data across platforms, as well as the implementation of both traditional and innovative analysis methods. The
accessibility, variety and wealth of data available online presents substantial opportunities for researchers from different disciplines
to study cybercrimes and, more generally, human behavior in cyberspace. The unique and dynamic characteristics of cyberspace
often demand cross-disciplinary and cross-national research endeavors, but disciplinary, cultural and legal differences can hinder
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the ability of researchers to collaborate. This work also provides a review of the ethics associated with the use of online data
sources across the globe. The authors are drawn from multiple disciplines and nations, providing unique insights into the value
and challenges evident in online data use for cybercrime scholarship. It is a key text for researchers at the upper undergraduate
level and above.
Published in association with the MGMA and written for physician leaders and senior healthcare managers as well as those
involved in smaller practices, Physician Practice Management: Essential Operational and Financial Knowledge provides a
comprehensive overview of the breadth of knowledge required to effectively manage a medical group practice today. Distinguished
experts cover a range of topics while taking into special consideration the need for a broader and more detailed knowledge base
amongst physicians, practice managers and healthcare managers. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book is missing
some of the images or content found in the physical edition.
Wilson Raj Perumal has been labeled the world's most prolific match-fixer in football's recent history. Born a village boy in rural
Singapore in the mid-60's, Wilson climbed the heights of international match-fixing across five continents, becoming FIFA's most
wanted man. Like a "guppy in the sea", Wilson starts off a small gambler, mixing with the local Singapore bookies, and witnesses
the rise and fall of the old-school Asian "big fish" of match-fixing until he finds himself competing against them in a world with no
set rules, where turncoats are the norm and quick money the only drive. Perumal was arrested in Finland in February 2011 and
decided to collaborate with authorities, thus opening the match-fixing Pandora's box. In his book, Wilson reveals an unprecedented
account of how the international match-fixing underworld has influenced the outcomes of matches at every level of football that we
may well have watched unsuspectingly. Kelong Kings is the ultimate tale about gambling, football and match-fixing, told directly by
the man who made it all happen. But be advised, after you read this book, you will never be able to watch a soccer match in the
same way again.
The intention of this book is to provide a general and comprehensive guide to sports betting. The scope of the publication is to
advise new bettors and existing gamblers on how to make consistent profits betting on sport. There is particular reference to
adopting the best strategies for successful trading on the sports markets.
The sports gambling book you can bet on Sports betting combines America's national pastime (sports) with its national passion
(gambling). In the U.S., more than a third of the population bets on at least one sporting event every year. With the recent lifting of
the federal ban on sports gambling, states are pushing legislation to take advantage of the new potential source of revenue. The
best sports betting books are data driven, statistically honest, and offer ways to take action. Sports Betting For Dummies will cover
the basics, as well as delving into more nuanced topics. You’ll find all the need-to-know information on types of bets, statistics,
handicapping fundamentals, and more. Betting on football, basketball, baseball, and other sports Betting on special events, such
as the Superbowl or the Olympics Money management Betting on the internet With handy tips, tricks, and tools, Sports Betting For
Dummies shows you how to place the right bet at the right time—to get the right payoff.
Authored by two of the leading authorities in the field, this guide offers readers the knowledge and skills needed to achieve
proficiency with embedded software.
Golding’s iconic 1954 novel, now with a new foreword by Lois Lowry, remains one of the greatest books ever written for young
adults and an unforgettable classic for readers of any age. This edition includes a new Suggestions for Further Reading by
Jennifer Buehler. At the dawn of the next world war, a plane crashes on an uncharted island, stranding a group of schoolboys. At
first, with no adult supervision, their freedom is something to celebrate. This far from civilization they can do anything they want.
Anything. But as order collapses, as strange howls echo in the night, as terror begins its reign, the hope of adventure seems as far
removed from reality as the hope of being rescued.
Windows 8 presents an incredible opportunity for distributing and monetizing HTML5 games, and this guide shows how you can profit from it.
You’ll learn everything you need to know about porting your original web-based JavaScript game to the new "touch-first" version of Windows,
as well as several options for selling your game in Windows Store. Windows 8 is a big leap forward for developers because it treats HTML5
as a first-class citizen, alongside C# and C++. Interactive development expert Jesse Freeman explains how Windows 8 works, gets you
started with Visual Studio Express (it’s free!), and uses a case study to show you how to port an HTML5 game with ease. Learn which
games and JavaScript libraries work best on Windows 8 Adjust artwork for different screen resolutions and Windows 8 features
Accommodate mouse, keyboard, touch, and other game controls Optimize your game to run well on any Windows 8 device Understand the
steps for publishing your game to Windows Store Explore fixed price, trial mode, ad support, and in-app purchase options Use a web-first
workflow to ensure your game runs on many other platforms
e-artnow presents to you this meticulously edited G. A. Henty collection: Novels: A Search for a Secret All But Lost Out on the Pampas The
Young Franc-Tireurs The Young Buglers The Cornet of Horse In Times of Peril Facing Death, The Hero of the Vaughan Pit Winning His
Spurs (Boy Knight) Friends Though Divided Jack Archer Under Drake's Flag By Sheer Pluck With Clive in India In Freedom's Cause St.
George For England True to the Old Flag The Young Colonists The Dragon and the Raven For Name and Fame The Lion of the North
Through the Fray The Bravest of the Brave A Final Reckoning The Young Carthaginian With Wolfe in Canada Bonnie Prince Charlie For the
Temple In the Reign of Terror Orange and Green Captain Bayley's Heir The Cat of Bubastes The Curse of Carne's Hold The Lion of St. Mark
By Pike and Dyke One of the 28th With Lee in Virginia By England's Aid By Right of Conquest Chapter of Adventures Maori and Settler The
Dash For Khartoum Held Fast for England Redskin and Cowboy Beric the Briton Condemned as a Nihilist In Greek Waters Rujub, the Juggler
Dorothy's Double A Jacobite Exile Saint Bartholomew's Eve Through the Sikh War In the Heart of the Rockies When London Burned A Girl of
the Commune Wulf The Saxon A Knight of the White Cross Through Russian Snows The Tiger of Mysore At Agincourt On the Irrawaddy The
Queen's Cup With Cochrane the Dauntless Colonel Thorndyke's Secret A March on London With Frederick the Great With Moore at Corunna
Among Malay Pirates At Aboukir and Acre Both Sides the Border The Golden Cañon The Stone Chest The Lost Heir Under Wellington's
Command In the Hands of the Cave Dwellers No Surrender! A Roving Commission Won by the Sword In the Irish Brigade Out With Garibaldi
With Buller in Natal At the Point of the Bayonet To Herat and Cabul With Roberts to Pretoria The Treasure of the Incas With Kitchener in the
Soudan With the British Legion Through Three Campaigns With the Allies to Pekin By Conduct and Courage Short Stories Historical Works
Other Writings
Researching CybercrimesMethodologies, Ethics, and Critical ApproachesSpringer Nature
Take the guesswork out of using regular expressions. With more than 140 practical recipes, this cookbook provides everything you need to
solve a wide range of real-world problems. Novices will learn basic skills and tools, and programmers and experienced users will find a wealth
of detail. Each recipe provides samples you can use right away. This revised edition covers the regular expression flavors used by C#, Java,
JavaScript, Perl, PHP, Python, Ruby, and VB.NET. You’ll learn powerful new tricks, avoid flavor-specific gotchas, and save valuable time
with this huge library of practical solutions. Learn regular expressions basics through a detailed tutorial Use code listings to implement regular
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expressions with your language of choice Understand how regular expressions differ from language to language Handle common user input
with recipes for validation and formatting Find and manipulate words, special characters, and lines of text Detect integers, floating-point
numbers, and other numerical formats Parse source code and process log files Use regular expressions in URLs, paths, and IP addresses
Manipulate HTML, XML, and data exchange formats Discover little-known regular expression tricks and techniques
The Fix is the most explosive story of sports corruption in a generation. Intriguing, riveting, and compelling, it tells the story of an investigative
journalist who sets out to examine the world of match-fixing in professional soccer. From the Introduction Understand how gambling fixers
work to corrupt a soccer game and you will understand how they move into a basketball league, a cricket tournament, or a tennis match (all
places, by the way, that criminal fixers have moved into). My views on soccer have changed. I still love the Saturday-morning game between
amateurs: the camaraderie and the fresh smell of grass. But the professional game leaves me cold. I hope you will understand why after
reading the book. I think you may never look at sport in the same way again. From the Hardcover edition.
Includes various special sections or issues annually: 1968- Harvesting issue (usually no. 7 or 8); 1968- Crop planning issue (usually no. 12;
title varies slightly); Machinery management issue (usually no. 2); 1970- Crop planting issue (usually no. 4; title varies slightly).
Completely revised and updated, this best-selling introduction to programming in JavaScript focuses on writing real applications. JavaScript
lies at the heart of almost every modern web application, from social apps like Twitter to browser-based game frameworks like Phaser and
Babylon. Though simple for beginners to pick up and play with, JavaScript is a flexible, complex language that you can use to build full-scale
applications. This much anticipated and thoroughly revised third edition of Eloquent JavaScript dives deep into the JavaScript language to
show you how to write beautiful, effective code. It has been updated to reflect the current state of Java¬Script and web browsers and includes
brand-new material on features like class notation, arrow functions, iterators, async functions, template strings, and block scope. A host of
new exercises have also been added to test your skills and keep you on track. As with previous editions, Haverbeke continues to teach
through extensive examples and immerses you in code from the start, while exercises and full-chapter projects give you hands-on experience
with writing your own programs. You start by learning the basic structure of the JavaScript language as well as control structures, functions,
and data structures to help you write basic programs. Then you'll learn about error handling and bug fixing, modularity, and asynchronous
programming before moving on to web browsers and how JavaScript is used to program them. As you build projects such as an artificial life
simulation, a simple programming language, and a paint program, you'll learn how to: - Understand the essential elements of programming,
including syntax, control, and data - Organize and clarify your code with object-oriented and functional programming techniques - Script the
browser and make basic web applications - Use the DOM effectively to interact with browsers - Harness Node.js to build servers and utilities
Isn't it time you became fluent in the language of the Web? * All source code is available online in an inter¬active sandbox, where you can
edit the code, run it, and see its output instantly.

A vital resource for pilots, instructors, and students, from the most trusted source of aeronautic information.
This carefully edited collection of E. Phillips Oppenheim has been designed and formatted to the highest digital standards and
adjusted for readability on all devices. Table of Contents: NOVELS The Great Impersonation The Double Traitor The Yellow
House The Black Box The Devil's Paw A Maker Of History The New Tenant Mr. Grex Of Monte Carlo A Monk Of Cruta The
Cinema Murder A Modern Prometheus Berenice The Box With Broken Seals Expiation The Ghosts Of Society The Yellow Crayon
The Golden Beast The Peer And The Woman To Win The Love He Sought False Evidence Mr. Marx's Secret The Great Secret
The Double Life Of Mr Alfred Burton The Amazing Judgment The Postmaster Of Market Deignton Mysterious Mr. Sabin A
Millionaire Of Yesterday The World's Great Snare Enoch Strone; Or Master Of Men The Great Awakening; Or A Sleeping Memory
The Survivor The Traitor A Prince Of Sinners Anna The Adventuress The Master Mummer The Betrayal The Malefactor A Lost
Leader . . . SHORT STORY COLLECTIONS Peter Ruff And The Double Four Michael's Evil Deeds False Gods The Money-Spider
The Girl From Manchester The Road To Liberty One Luckless Hour One Shall Be Taken A Prince Of Gamblers The Little Grey
Lady The Restless Traveller The Three Thieves The Amazing Partnership As Far As They Had Got "Darton's Successor" The
Outcast The Reformation of Circe Master Of Men The Two Ambassadors The Sovereign In The Gutter John Garland—The
Deliverer The Subjection Of Louise... E. Phillips Oppenheim, the Prince of Storytellers (1866-1946) was an internationally
renowned author of mystery and espionage thrillers. His novels and short stories have all the elements of blood-racing adventure
and intrigue and are precursors of modern-day spy fictions.
Well over 18,000 total pages ... Most manuals published by the Department of the Army (with updates) between 1999 and 2003.
Contains Repair, Repair Parts, Special Tools Lists, Maintenance, Checklist and Flight-related Technical Manuals and Bulletins for
the CH-47A, CH-47B, CH-47C and CH-47D Chinook helicopter. Just a SAMPLE of the CONTENTS: AVIATION UNIT AND
AVIATION INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE MANUAL CH-47D HELICOPTER, 1,335 pages - Aviation Unit and Aviation
Intermediate Troubleshooting Manual, CH-47D Helicopter, 1,225 pages - ORGANIZATIONAL MAINTENANCE REPAIR PARTS
AND SPECIAL TOOLS LISTS FOR ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT CONFIGURATION FOR CH-47A, CH-47B, AND CH-47C
HELICOPTERS, 116 pages - Preparation for Shipment of CH-47 HELICOPTER, 131 pages - OPERATOR, AVIATION UNIT, AND
AVIATION INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE MANUAL WITH REPAIR PARTS AND SPECIAL TOOLS LIST EXTENDED RANGE
FUEL SYSTEM ARMY MODEL CH-47 HELICOPTER, 194 pages - AVIATION UNIT AND INTERMEDIATEMAINTENANCE
REPAIR PARTS AND SPECIAL TOOLS LIST (INCLUDING DEPOT MAINTENANCE REPAIR PARTS AND SPECIAL TOOLS)
HELICOPTER, CARGO TRANSPORT CH-47D, 689 pages - AVIATION UNIT AND INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE REPAIR
PARTS AND SPECIAL TOOLS LIST (INCLUDING DEPOT MAINTENANCE REPAIR PARTS AND SPECIAL TOOLS)
HELICOPTER, CARGO TRANSPORT CH-47D, 511 pages - PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE DAILY INSPECTION CHECKLIST
CH-47D HELICOPTER, 30 pages - PHASED MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST CH-47D HELICOPTER, 117 pages - MAINTENANCE
TEST FLIGHT MANUAL ARMY MODEL CH-47D HELICOPTER, 195 pages - Operator's and Crewmember's Checklist ARMY
CH-47D HELICOPTER, 49 pages - ONE TIME VISUAL INSPECTION AND RECORDS CHECK OF THE UPPER BOOST
ACTUATORS AND PULL TEST OF SWASHPLATE FOR ALL CH-47D, MH-47D, AND MH-47E AIRCRAFT, 11 pages WARRANTY PROGRAM FOR HELICOPTER, CARGO TRANSPORT CH-47D, 28 pages - CALIBRATION PROCEDURE FOR
CH-47 INTEGRATED LOWER CONTROL ACTUATOR (ILCA) BENCH TEST SET, 50 pages REPAIR PARTS AND SPECIAL
TOOLS LIST FOR STABILITY AUGMENTATION SYSTEM AMPLIFIERS CH-47A, CH-47B, AND CH-47C HELICOPTERS, 53
pages - AVIATION UNIT AND AVIATION INTERMEDIATE MAINTENANCE For GENERAL TIE-DOWN AND MOORING ON ALL
SERIES ARMY MODELS AH-64, UH-60, CH-47, UH-1, AH-1, OH-58 HELICOPTERS, 60 pages - OPERATOR'S MANUAL FOR
CH-47D (CHINOOK) FLIGHT SIMULATOR Device 2B31A, 185 pages
The hidden brain is the voice in our ear when we make the most important decisions in our lives—but we’re never aware of it. The
hidden brain decides whom we fall in love with and whom we hate. It tells us to vote for the white candidate and convict the darkskinned defendant, to hire the thin woman but pay her less than the man doing the same job. It can direct us to safety when
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disaster strikes and move us to extraordinary acts of altruism. But it can also be manipulated to turn an ordinary person into a
suicide terrorist or a group of bystanders into a mob. In a series of compulsively readable narratives, Shankar Vedantam journeys
through the latest discoveries in neuroscience, psychology, and behavioral science to uncover the darkest corner of our minds and
its decisive impact on the choices we make as individuals and as a society. Filled with fascinating characters, dramatic storytelling,
and cutting-edge science, this is an engrossing exploration of the secrets our brains keep from us—and how they are revealed.
This book explores five important areas where technology affects society, and suggests ways in which human communication can
facilitate the use of that technology.Usability has become a foundational discipline in technical and professional communication
that grows out of our rhetorical roots, which emphasize purpose and audience. As our appreciation of audience has grown beyond
engineers and scientists to lay users of technology, our appreciation of the diversity of those audiences in terms of age,
geography, and other factors has similarly expanded.We are also coming to grips with what Thomas Friedman calls the 'flat world,'
a paradigm that influences how we communicate with members of other cultures and speakers of other languages. And because
most of the flatteners are either technologies themselves or technology-driven, technical and professional communicators need to
leverage these technologies to serve global audiences.Similarly, we are inundated with information about world crises involving
health and safety issues. These crises are driven by the effects of terrorism, the aging population, HIV/AIDS, and both humanmade and natural disasters. These issues are becoming more visible because they are literally matters of life and death.
Furthermore, they are of special concern to audiences that technical and professional communicators have little experience
targeting - the shapers of public policy, seniors, adolescents, and those affected by disaster.Biotechnology is another area that has
provided new roles for technical and professional communicators. We are only beginning to understand how to communicate the
science accurately without either deceiving or panicking our audience. We need to develop a more sophisticated understanding of
how communication can shape reactions to biotechnology developments. Confronting this complex network of issues, we're
challenged to fashion both our message and the audience's perceptions ethically.Finally, today's corporate environment is being
shaped by technology and the global nature of business. Technical and professional communicators can play a role in capturing
and managing knowledge, in using technology effectively in the virtual workplace, and in understanding how language shapes
organizational culture.
Young Cassie Logan endures humiliation and witnesses the racism of the KKK as they embark on a cross-burning rampage,
before she fully understands the importance her family attributes to having land of their own.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY
home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology, information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in science -PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
In designing a network device, you make dozens of decisions that affect the speed with which it will perform-sometimes for better,
but sometimes for worse. Network Algorithmics provides a complete, coherent methodology for maximizing speed while meeting
your other design goals. Author George Varghese begins by laying out the implementation bottlenecks that are most often
encountered at four disparate levels of implementation: protocol, OS, hardware, and architecture. He then derives 15 solid
principles-ranging from the commonly recognized to the groundbreaking-that are key to breaking these bottlenecks. The rest of the
book is devoted to a systematic application of these principles to bottlenecks found specifically in endnodes, interconnect devices,
and specialty functions such as security and measurement that can be located anywhere along the network. This immensely
practical, clearly presented information will benefit anyone involved with network implementation, as well as students who have
made this work their goal. FOR INSTRUCTORS: To obtain access to the solutions manual for this title simply register on our
textbook website (textbooks.elsevier.com)and request access to the Computer Science subject area. Once approved (usually
within one business day) you will be able to access all of the instructor-only materials through the "Instructor Manual" link on this
book's academic web page at textbooks.elsevier.com. Addresses the bottlenecks found in all kinds of network devices, (data
copying, control transfer, demultiplexing, timers, and more) and offers ways to break them Presents techniques suitable
specifically for endnodes, including Web servers Presents techniques suitable specifically for interconnect devices, including
routers, bridges, and gateways Written as a practical guide for implementers but full of valuable insights for students, teachers,
and researchers Includes end-of-chapter summaries and exercises
A comprehensive introduction to statistics that teaches the fundamentals with real-life scenarios, and covers histograms, quartiles,
probability, Bayes' theorem, predictions, approximations, random samples, and related topics.
Developed from celebrated Harvard statistics lectures, Introduction to Probability provides essential language and tools for
understanding statistics, randomness, and uncertainty. The book explores a wide variety of applications and examples, ranging
from coincidences and paradoxes to Google PageRank and Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC). Additional
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